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l. Introduction
Theflrstrigorous
analysis
of thebehaviour
of irms whichdo not treatprices
as exogenous parameters is due to Cournot (1838), whose book preceded
Walras's (1874)by thirty-six years. Cournot studied the caseof a homogeneousproduct industry where each irm knows the inverse demand function which
associateswith every value of industry output the common price at which every
firm is able to sell. Each trm independentlychoosesits own output level. The
notion of equilibrium put forward by Cournot is a special case of the more
generalnotion of Nash equilibrium introduced later (Nash, 1950, 1951).lt consistsof a list of output levels,one for each flrm, with the property that no irm
can increase its profits by unilaterqlb) changing its output. We shall refer to this
notion of equilibrium as Cournot-Nqsh. On the other hand, when the decision
variable of a firm is the price it charges- rather than its own output level the correspondingnotion of equilibrium will be referred to as Bertrand-Nash.2
The 1930ssaw, with the publication of the books by Chamberlin (1933)and
Robinson (1933),an upsurgeof interestin the theory of imperfect comperirion.
The approach, however, remained one of partial equilibrium and some authors
(e.g. Triffin, 1940)expressedthe hope that a generaltheory of monopolisticcompetition could be developedthat would match the scopeof the Walrasian theory
of generalequilibrium with perfect competition. While the latter was fully developed and systematizedin the 1950s(Arrow and Debreu, 1954,Debreu, 1959),the
lirst attempt to introduce imperfect competition in a generalequilibrium model
was made as late as 1961by Negishi. Sincethen a large number of contributions
have appeared,but unfortunately we are still far from a satisfactorytheory of
general equilibrium with imperfect competition.
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ln this survey I shall attempt to highlight the main problems that arise when
the hypothesisof perfect competition is relaxed and discussthe way in which
such problems have been dealt with (or set aside)in the literature. After a brief
outline of some of the main issues(section2), t shall take as point of departure
(section3) the pioneeringcontribution of Negishi (1961), which falls within the
Cournot-Nash approach. In section4 more recentdevelopmentswithin the same
framework are reviewed. In section 5 I shall abandon the Cournot-Nash
hypothesisand discussmodelswhich fall within the Bertrand-Nashapproach. In
sections6 and 7 I deal with issuesthat apply to both approaches.In section 8
I briefly mention some new insightsinto the notion of perfect competition which
have emergedfrom the literature on imperfect competition. Section 9 contains
some concluding remarks. Due to spacelimitations, I will be unable to cover all
the contributions to the literature on generalequilibrium with imperfect competition. In particular, I rvill not discussthe recent and numerous contributions to
the foundations of the theory of unemployment. An excellentand up-to-date
survey of this part of the literature can be found in Silvestre(1988, 1989).

2. The main issues
There are essentially three reasons why it seems desirable to have a well
developedtheory of g€neral equilibrium with imperfect competition.
The irst is realism: real-world economiesare characterizedby the widesprcad
presence of large lirms whose behaviour can hardly be captured by the
hypothesisof price-taking.
The secondreason is that an enormous amount of literature has investigated
ihe casesof monopoly, oligopoly and monopolisticcompetition from the parlialequilibrium point of view and it seemsthat a generalequilibrium synthesiswould
bc necessaryin order to somehowcompletethe theory and check its consistency.
The third reasonis that there seemto be some conceptualdifftcultiesrvith the
notion ol perle('l competition which one may be able to solve by appealingto
thc notion ol imper-fectcompetition. As Hahn (1987, p. 321) points out, the
notion of Walrasian equilibrium is implicitly basedon some hypothesisof what
u o u l d h a p p e no u t o f e q u i l i b r i u m :
'Any textbook will tell you that market equilibrium entails the equality of
supply and demand. To be more precise,it entailsthe equality of what some
price-taking agents would optimally demand and some other price-taking
agentswould optimally supply. Now ask: rvhy has this particular state been
singled out as an equilibrium? I think that the answ€r which would most
frequently be given is that in any oth€r state prices would change. But that
is a proposition of dynamics by which I mean a theory which explainsthe
temporal movement (as well as the temporary constancy)of an economic
variable. In this casethe theory is as follows: the rate of changeof the price
of any good is a sign preservingfunction of the excessdemand for it and
a zero excessdemand is a critical point of this dynamics.Our willingnessto
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acceptthe text-book equilibrium notion must be contingent on our willingnessto accept the dynamics which it entails.'
However, as Arrow (1959) pointed out, it is impossible to reconcile the
hypothesisof price-taking agents with the notion of a dynamic adjustment of
prices towards a Walrasian equilibrium: if each agent in the economy considers
pricesto be beyond his control, who changespricesout of equilibrium? The auctioneer, of course, is simply a fictitious device which leavesthat basic question
unanswered:'if $'e apply the methodology of the textbook consistentlythen we
shall want price changesto be the outcome of the calculationsof rational optimizing agentsand not hand them over to an auctioneer' (Hahn, 1987,p. 322).
What does relaxation of the price-taking hypothesisentail? An agent who is
not a price-takeris an agent who realizesthat the decisionsshe makes affect her
cnvironment: for example,the output she choosesdeterminesthe price at which
she will be able to sell, or the price she chargesaffectsthe quantity that will be
demanded. What behaviour do we expectfrom a rational agent who has market
power (that is, who is not a price taker)? The answerobviously dependson what
we mean by rationality. As Arrow (1986,p. 206) points out, the common understanding of the notion of rationality involves not only maximization ol a wellspecifiedobjective function, but also sound reasoning,the completeexploitation
ol information, etc. The question of u'hat an imperfect competitor does, or
should, know is an important one. While in a perfectly competitive world the
i n d i v i d u a la g e n tn e e d st o k n o w ' o n l y ' t h e r e l e v a n tp r i c e si n o r d c r t o c h o o s ea n
optimal action,
'the knowledge requirementsof the decisionmaker change radically under
monopoly or other forms of imperfect competition. Consider the simplest
case,pure monopoly in a one-commoditypartial equilibrium model, as originally studied by Cournot in 1838.The flrm has to kno\a not only pricesbut
a demand curve. Whatever delinition is given to complexitl' of knowledge,
a demand curve is more complex than a price. It jnvolvesknowing about the
b e h a v i o u r o f o t h e r s . . . . F r o m a g e n e r a le q u i l i b r i u m p o i n t o f v i e w , t h e
difliculties are compounded. The demand curve relevant to the monopolist
must be understood mulatis mutqndis, \ot celetisparibus. A changein the
monopolist's price rvill in generalcausea shift in the purchaser'sdemands
lor other goods and therefore in the prices of those commodities. These
price changeswill in turn by more than one channel affect the demand for
the monopolist's produce and possiblyalso the factor pricesthat the monopolist pays. The monopolist, even in the simple casewhere there is just one
in the entire economy, has to understandall these repercussions.ln short,
the monopolist has to have a full generalequilibrium model of the economy.
The informational and computational demands become much stronger in
the case of oligopoly or any other system of economic relations where at
least some agents have power against each other. There is a qualitatively
new aspect to the nature of knowledge, since each agent is assuming the
rqtionqlitt of other agents' (Arrow, 1986, pp. 207-208).
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In the passagequoted above Arrow highlights two theoretical issueswhich
must be faced when attempting to relax the assumption of price-taking in a
general equilibrium model: (i) the notion of demand curve, and (ii) the notion
ol rational behaviour. The latter is not an issuervhich is specilicto the general
equilibrium approach: even at the partial equilibrium level the problem arisesas
to u'hat constitutesa rational choice of action in a situation rvherea number of
agentsrealizethat their utiliry is affectednot only by their own actions but also
by thc actions of other agents.r The traditional way of dealingwith this problem
is to identify rational behaviour with the notion of Nash equilibriurn. A discussion of the adequacyof this notion is beyond the scopeof this paper.r We
shall therefore concentrateon the first issue.
In the passagequoted above Arrow points out one important problem concerning the introduction of imperfect competition in a generalequilibrium model:
thc 'parameters' of the demand function (such as the prices of other goods and
consumers' incomes) which are ignored in a partjal equilibrium modei (by
appealingto the ceterisporibrs assumption)can no longer be lcft out. There is,
however, another problem:
'ln the theoriesof monopolistic
competition one talks often and easilyabout
the "demand function" of a hrm. One is happy enough not to know what
it is so long as one's concern is only with the behavior of the firm, or with
the monopolistic competition among severalfirms having rcspectivedemand
functions. But happinessfades when one becomesseriouslyinterestedin the
u'orking of a national economy involving monopolistic competition where
all economic agents are mutually interdependentin a completely circular
way.
Demand for goods must be effective demand coming from thc incomes
earned by agentsin the national economy.The traditional oligopoly theorist
pays little attention to the sourceof effectivedemand. He lets a monopolist
seek a maximum of its prollts calculatedin terms of its demand function.
Supposethe maximum monopoly profit is distributedamong ccrtain agents.
The distributed prolit will be spent and rvill result in the effcctive demand
for goods. Thus, the dernand ;function ncty hctveprofrt os one o.f its argurnents. Ho\\ ignorant can the theorist be oi the possiblc inconsistencyof
prott as onc of the argumenlsin the demand function with that as the irm's
maxirnand calculated in terms of the lunction?' (Nikaido, 1975, p. 1:
cnphasis added).
What Nikaido is referring to is the so-called'feedback effecr' or 'Ford effect"
and it concerns the circularity betrveendemand, price/quantity decisionsand
proftt. Thus the question ariseswhether the notion ol demand function can be
given a coherent meaning in a generalequilibrium context.6
Finally, there is one more problem that ariseswhen the assumption of price
taking is relaxed in a gcneral equilibrium model. It is standard to assumcthat
frrms' objective is profit maximization. Ho$,ever, as Hart (1985, pp. 106-10?)
observes.
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'In a competitiveframework, this is usually acceptedwithout questionas the
right objective for a firm. Under imperfect competition matters are more
complicated, a point noted a long time ago by Marshall (1940' p. 402) and
emphasizedmore recentlyby Gabszewiczand Vial (19'72).The reasonis that
the owners of a firm are interestednot in monetary profits per se, but rather
in what this profit can buy. Given that a monopolisticallycompetitive hrm
can influence prices, the owners may prefer low monetary profit but
favourable prices for consumption goods to high monetary profit and
unfavourable prices.
This argument suggeststhat we should substituteowner utility ma\imization for profit maximization as the llrm's goal Unfortunately, things are
not that simple. lf owners have different tastes, they will have different
trade-offs concetning high monetary profit versus favourable consumptlon
goods priccs. That is, each owner will have his own private objective function which hc would like the lirm to pursue, and the problem then is horv
to aggregatethese into an overall objective function.'
This problem has becn noted by a number of authors" but no satisfactory
alternative to the assumption of profit maximization has been put forward.
Having outlined the main issuesinvolved, we can now turn to a dircct examination of the main contributions to the subject. It is worth noting from the very
beginningthat the literature on imperfect competition in generalequilibrium has
mainly iocused on the question of existenceof an equilibrium' While gcneral
equilibriurn theory with perfect competition has gone beyond mere existence
rcsults, by establishing (under suitable conditions) the Pareto emciency of
Walrasian equilibria and the possibility of decentralizingany Pareto efhcient
allocation, no such results are available in a world of imperfect competition
Irrdeed, Nash equilibria are typically Pareto inefficient (see Grote, l9'74, for a
precisestatcment)and the efficiencyof Walrasian equilibria is a leature which
quickly disappearsas soon as we relax any one of the crucial assumptionsof the
Walrasian model (price taking, complete markets, ctc.)
3. Negishi's model
SinceNegishi'scontribution was the first attempt to deal with imperfect competi
tjon at the general equilibrium level, it representsa natural startlng polnt.
N e g i s h i ' sm o d e l i s a l o n g t h e l i n e s o f D e b r e u ' s ( 1 9 5 9 )c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o on f a
private-owncrshipeconomy: there are rT goods, /? consumers(each consumerjs
a price taker) and r firms, of rvhich r' are perfectlycompetitive(\i'ith 0 < r' < ,").
bc the set of perfectly competitive firms and
Lct Fp:11,2,...,r'l
1 ' - \ t : l r ' + 1 , . . . , r 1 b c t h e s e t o f m o n o p o l i s t i c a l l yc o m p e t i t i v ef i r m s . W e l e t
p € R " ' d e n o t ea p r i c e v e c t o r .E a c h c o n s u m e ri ( i : 1 , . . . , n ) i s c h a r a c t e r i z ebdy a
corsumption set xi (a subset of the commodity space R"'), a utility function
an initial cndowment of goods ei ( R"r and a share0;r € [0, 1] of the
Ui . Xi - 1P.,
profits ol firm ,t (k : 1, ,.., r; for each k, the sum of the dit's over thc set ol consumers is cqual to 1). Each firm k is characterizedby a production set Ir (a
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subsetof the commodity spacelR-). A production decisionfor lirm k is a vector
yr: (r*r, ..., !u) ( yr and the convention is that if the Jth component of J/k,
/rr, is negative,then good j is an input for firm k, while if it is positive, it is
an output. For each monopolistic firm k ( Fu we denote by -/k the set of goods
for which the firm has market power (monopoly or monopsony power). Negishi
assumesthat if firm k is an imperfect competitor with respectto good j, then
no other lirm is: lor everyk,k'CFu, JrnJK'=0T h i s a s s u m p t i o nr u l e s
out homogeneous-productoligopoly and bilateral monopoly (it does allow for
multi-product monopolistic lirms, however).It is also assumedthat no firm is an
imperfect competitor for all goods, that is, ,/k is a proper subsetof the set of
goods, for every keFy.
A slate of the morket (or status quo) is a pair (0, O), where p is a price yector
j t , . . . , R ) i s a c o n s u m p t i o n - p r o d u c t i oanl l o c a t i o n [ * 1=
and r?=(ir,...,t.:
( t r r , . . . , i i - ) i s c o n s u m e ri ' s c o n s u m p t i o nd e c i s i o na n d j t : ( j t v . . . , 9 r - ) i s f i r m
k's production decisionl. Negishi assumesrhat each monopolistic frrm k e Fu jn
each state of the market (F, ri), has - for eachj € "/*, that is, for each good for
which it has market power - some conjectures
Pi0ti; F,9t)
concerning the price the firm could charge (would have to pay) if its output
(input) were /kj. Negishiimposestwo restrictionson theseconjectures.The first
is a consistencycondition: if _y4is equal to js (recall that y7";is the value of y1,
at the statusquo), then th€ conjecturedprice p; must coincidewith the observed
price iJ, that is,
Pijri;

it, ir) = pi.

This means that the corrjecturaldemand curve must pass through the observed
stotus quo." The secondrestrictionon conjecturesimposedby Negishi is that in
each state of the market (p,\?) the graph of the conjectural (inverse)demand
function pj(l/.j; 0, *) be a decreasingstraight line (that is, the function be afhne
and decreasing).
To illustrate the conjecturespostulatedby Negishi, supposethat f,rm k is an
imperfect comp€titor for goods 3, 5 and 9, which it produces.Given a state ot
the market (p,fv), the firm conjecturesthe inversedemand functions:
p(ysy; fi,fl): a byp
ps(!u; F,fr) : ot - Ayr
peQs;|,fr):c
dyp

(with b> 0)
(with 6 > 0)
(with d> 0)

w h e r e t h e p a r a m e t e r sa , b , a , 1 3 , c , d a r e a l l o w e dt o v a r y ( i n a c o n t i n u o u s ,b u t
otherwise arbitrary, way) with the state of the market (0,rt). The consistency
condition reouires that

s- bikl = p3
a - l3i*s = Fs
c-dike:is
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Thus in the stqtusquo (0, fi), firrn k conjecturesthat if it changesits output of.
say, good 5 from j*s to jrs, the price at which it will be able to sell it will change
fronr f5 to F:: a - Ajr, Note that these conjecturesare particularly simple,
since firm k believes that if, ceteris parib!.t, it changes its output of good 5 then
only the price of good 5 will change, while all the other prices will remain
constant.eThis way of modelling conjecturesgivesa partial equilibrium flavour
to the analysis, but it also provides a numeraire in terms of which firm k
measuresits profits (the set of goods which are not in "/k: recall the assumption
that "/k is a proper subsetof the set of goods).
Negishi then defines an equilibrium - which we shall call a coniecturql
Cournot-Nctsh-Walros equilibrium - as a state of the market where demand
equals supply in each market and furthermore every consumer is marimizing
utility (within her budget set), every competitive firm is maximizing profits as
price-taker, and every monopolisticallycompetitivefirm is making a production
decisionwhich - on the basisof the state of th€ market and the firm's conjectural demand - is a profit-maximizing one. Formally, a conjectural Cournott('
Nash-Walras equilibrium is a state of the market (p, rl) such that:
( 3 . 1 ) f o r e v e r y c o n s u m e ri ( i : 1 , . . . , n ) ,

i i b e l o n g st o t h e b u d g e t s e t

B=txi(X,0.xi(0'e,-I

d * r p .j * l t

and maximizes the consumer's utitity function- ui in B;
(3.2) for every competitiveflrm k € f;, 9r maximizesthe f,rm's profit function
0.yk in the production set Yr;
(3.3) for every monopolistically competitive firm k( F,v' it maximizes the
lirm's prolit function
Z. biYri+ j E. Pi\ri:
<J^

it J'

i,$t)Yt.i

in the production set fr;

(3.4)

L
i=l

x,- L

i=l

et

L

tk:u

k+1

(that is, there is zero excessdemand in each market).
Negishi's main concern was to prove the existenceof an equilibrium. He was
able to do so by making the usual assumptionsabout preferences,endowments
and production setswhich are used to prove the existenceof a walrasian equilibrium (cf. Debreu, 1959).One of these assumptionsis that the production set
f* ol every flrm is convex and contains the origin, which implies decreasingor
constantreturnsto scale.Negishi(1961,p. 199)himself felt uncomfortableabout
making this assumption'consideringthe fact that monopolistic competition has
much to do with so-calledincreasingreturns (Sraffa, 1926)'. Silvestre(1977a)in
a lessgeneralversion of Negishi's model, where each f,rm is a price taker for its
inputs (thus monopsony is ruled out), and each imperfect competitor produces
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a sjngle good, was able to somewhat relax the assumption of convexity of th€
production sets and still prove the existenceof a coniectural Cournot_Nash_
W a l r a sc q u i l i b r i u mr .l
As Negishi (1961, p. 198) himself points our, the assumptionthat conjectural
inverse demand curves be straight lines is not necessaryin order to prove the
existenceof an equilibrium. What is crucial is that rhe prolit function of firm k
b e q u a s i - c o n c a vien j , r ( f o r e v e r y k : 1 , . . . , / ' ) . T h u s a n y o t h e r c l a s so f c o n j e c _
tural demand functions which guaranteequasi-concavityof the profit functions
can be allowed. We shall discussthe plausibility of the assumption of quasi_
concavily of the profrt functions in section 6.
4. Objective demand in the Cournot-Nash framework
The main criticism which can be raised concerning Negishi,s approach is thar
thcre is an element of arbitrarinessin the conjecturesof monopolistic firms. As
H a r t ( 1 9 8 5 ,p . 1 0 7 )p u r s i t ,
'The problem
is that rhe very generalityof the model gives it very little pre_
dictive power. Given particular subjectivedemand functions or conjectures
... the model will of coursegeneratea small number of equilibria (possibly
only one). However, the model does not tell us how these conlecruresare
formed. To an outside observerwho is askedto predict the market outcome
but who does not know what conjectur€sare, almost anything could be an
equilibrium. ... To put it slightly differently, an economywith given demand
conditions, sizesof firms, etc., could end up in a highly monopolistic state
or a highly competitive one, depending on whether firms conjecture that
they face low elasticitiesof demand or high ones. ... Negishi,stheory does
not tell us which is more likely.'
Indeed, it was shown by Cary Bobo (1986) that every feasibleallocation such
that the production of each firm is different from zero and yields non-negative
profits is a conjectural Cournot-Nash-Walrasequilibrium, that is, tnere exlst
subjectivedemand curves for rvhich this allocation is an equilibrium as defined
by Negishi.r2
The need was therefore felt for an analysisbasednot on conjectural demand
f u n c t i o n sb u t o n t h e ' t r u e ' o r ' o b j e c t i v e , d e m a n d f u n c t i o n sf a c e db y t h e i m p e r _
fect competitors. In the Cournot-Nash framework this approach was pioneered
by Gabszewiczand Vial (1972). The authors summarize the methodolosv thev
emplol a. followr 1pp.381 382):
'The
institutional organizationof this economy can be describedas follows.
The consumers provide firms with labor and other nonconsumable
resources,like primary factors. With theseresources,the firms chooseproduction plans which consist only of bundles of consumption goods. The
various forms of labor and other primary factors are not ,,marketable,,;
rather, the firms distribute "real wages" to the consumers who have provided them with these factors and labor - in terms of preassignedshares
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of their output. At the end of the production process'each consumeris thus
endorvedwith the sum of his sharesin the various firms, namely, with some
bundle of consumption goods. Exchangemarkets are then organized,where
the consumersaim at improving their consumptionthrough trade. The institutional rule of exchangeconsistsin using a price mechanism.The priceson
the exchangemarkets then serve as an information for the firms to adjust
cventually their production plans according to some preassignedrule.'
Thus in Gabszewiczand Vial's model the existenceof intermediary goods produced by some firms for other firms is excluded: all inputs to production come
from the initial endowmentsof consumers.Despite this very strong simplifying
assumption, th€re remain some conceptual problems in the construction of
the objective inverse demand curves facing firms (each firm is an imperfect
competitor in Gabszewiczand Vial's model). The methodology employed is as
follorvs.r3Fix a production decisionyr € /* for each firm k (k: 1, .., r). We are
now in a pure-exchangeeconomy where consumer t(l: 1' ...' n) has a modiied
endov,ment giver' by
er+

t

0itY*

Let (p", x*) be a walrasian equilibrium of this pure-exchangeeconomy (where
p* = (p'*,...,p,,,*) is a price vector and x* : (x'*, ...,J,*) is a consumption
allocation). The aim is to define a mapping
( Y ' ' . . . ,Y . ) * P ( Y r '. . . ' Y ' )
rvhich associateswith every production allocation (y',...,y.) a price vector
p* : P(-vr,. .., !.) correspondingto a Walrasian equilibrium of the pure exchange
economy resulting from the production allocation (y,, ..., y'). This mapping representsthe objective inverse demand function facing each frrm. We can then
define an objecliw Courno t-Nush-lly'alrctsequilibrium as a (r+n+ l)-tuple
( y r * , . . . , y . * ;x ' * , . . . , x u * ; p * ) s u c ht h a t :
( a . l ) p * = P ( y ' * , . . . ,Y . * ) ;
(4.2) xi* maximizes consumer I's utility function Ui in the budget set

B = I x i (X i p . x r < p * . ( e i + ,
( 4 . 3)

2) xi

-

T ei

L

lk

0 & y k * )l

* =0

( C o n d i t i o n s( 4 . 1 ) - ( 4 . 3 ) m e a n t h a t ( p * , x ' ) i s a Walrasian equilibrium of the
exchangeeconomy resulting from ilxing firm k's production decision at yr* )
(4.4) for every firm k,
*
x
y * * ' p * > y r P ( y r * , . . . , y r r , y * , y r + r , . . . , y . *) f o r e v e r yy * ( I l
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(Condition (4.4) means that (y1*,..., y,*) is a Cournot-Nash equilibrium of the
game betweenthe / firms, where each firm's strategyspaceis its production set
y r a n d i t s p a y o f f f u n c t i o ni s t h e p r o f i t f u n c t i o ny 1 . P ( y r , . . . , y . ) .
There are problems, however, with this approach:
(i) Given a production allocation (yr,...,y,), the corresponding exchange
economy may have no Walrasian equilibria, even if we make standard assumptions on consumer's preferencesand endowments.ta
(ii) Even if we only allow firms to choose production plans for which the
corresponding exchangeeconomy has a Walrasian equilibrium, there may be
many Walrasian equilibria with different prices, in which case we need an
exogenousselectionrule in order to construct the mapping P(y,,...,y,).tt
(iii) Even if we adopt an exogenousselection rule, the resulting function
P ( y , , . . . , y . ) m a y b e u n a v o i d a b l yd i s c o n t i n u o u sa, s s h o w n i n F i g u r e l , w i t h t h e
consequence
that a Cournot-Nash equilibrium of the game among firms may not
exist.
(iv) Even if the function P(yr,...,y.) turns out to be continuous, the profit
function of each firm need not be quasi-concavein the firm's own decisionvariable, with the consequencethat a Cournot-Nash equilibrium of the game among
firms may not exist (s€esection 6),
In order to prove the existenceof an objective Cournot-Nash-Walrasequi-

Pl

I

Figure l. The graph of the correspondence which associates with every production
allocation y = (yr,..., y.) the price vectors p of the Walrasian equilibria of the resulting
exchange economy. (Since y belongs to an mr-dimensional space and p belongs to an
,r?-dimensional
space,the curve shown is a two-dimensionalsection of the graph of the
correspondence.)Starting from the upper portion of the curve, as y increasesa jump to
the lower portion must occur at a point betweenA and B. Similarly, starting from the
lower portion of the curve, as y decreases
a jump to the upper part must occur at a poinf
betweenC and D.
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librium Cabszewiczand Vial assumethat for every (yr,..., yr) the corresponding
exchangeeconomy has a unique Walrasian equilibrium and that for each firm k
a n d f o r e v e r y( y r , . . . , y r r , J t * r , . . . , J ' ) t h e p r o l l t f u n c t i o n
Yt'P(Yr,...,Y')
is quasi-concavein yk. We shall discussthe plausibility of the latter assumption
in section6. The assumptionof existenceand uniquenessof Walrasian equilibria
is obviously very strong.
To the list of conceptual difficultiesgiven above, two more items should be
added:
(v) ln the Cournot-Nash approach each firm considersthe effect on prices of
a changein its own production plan, ceterisparibls, that is, while everythingelse
in particular the production plans of th€ other firms - remains constant.
However, if firm ft usesas input a commodity produced by firm k' , how can an
increasein the output of firm k be obtained without at the same time increasing
the output of firm k'? Gabszewiczand Vial do not addressthis problem and
simply assumethat all inputs come from the endowmentsof consumers This is
''
clearly not a satisfactoryassumption.
(vi) As Gabszewiczand Vial emphasize,the constructionof the price function
P(y, , ..., y,) requiresthe specificationof a normalization rule, that is, the choice
of a numeraire. In an example (pp. 398-399) they show that the objective
Cournot-Nash-Walras equilibria are not invariant to the normalization rule
chosen. In other words, an equilibrium for a given choice of numeraire cease\
to be an equilibrium if a different good (or set of goods) is chosenas numeraire.
This is to be contrastedwith the fact that Walrasian equilibria are independent
of the chosen normalization rule. we discussedthis problem in section 2 when
we mentioned the difllcultiesassociatedwith the assumptionof profit maximization. It may be helpful to illustratethis with a very simple example.Supposethat
there are only three goods (m = 3), plus money, and that when flrm k changes
its output of good l, /rr, from I to 2 units, the vector of monetary prices
changesfrom p : (2,2,l) to p' = (l , I , 2) (we shall also assumezero production
cost). Monetary profits remain, therefore, constant (equalto 2). If we take good
2 as numeraire, the inverse demand curve looks like Figure 2a and the corresponding profit function like Figure 2b, and the move from 161= I to yrr :2 is
profitable. If, instead,we choosegood 3 as numeraire,the inversedemand curve
looks like Figure 2c and the correspondingprofit function like Figure 2d, and the
I to yrl = 2 is not profitable.rmore lrom /*r
Concerning this problem Gabszewiczand Vial (1972, p. 400) observe:
'On this basis some readers could accordingly be tempted to reject our
theory as a whole; but they should be aware that they would simultaneously
reject the whole theory of imperfect competition in partial analysis.By a
similar argument, it can be shown indeed, that the graph of the classical
demand function in the price-quantitycoordinatesis not invariant on the set
of normalization rules of the whole price system in the economy!'
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5. Objective demand in the Bertrand-Nash framework
In the Cournot-Nash framework imperfect competitors are assumedto treat
output levels as their strategic variables. Even though, from a purely formal
point of view, the corresponding prices can be obtained from the objective
inversedemand functions, the question remains as to what mechanismleads to
the determinationof prices. This was Bertrand,soriginal crjticism of Cournot's
approach and it still remains a valid objection.ls
A number of authors (Marshak and Selten, 1974, Nikaido, 1975, Benassy,
1988)have therefore followed the Bertrand-Nashapproach, where flrms, strategiesare prices rather than output levels. Marshak and Selten's 0974) model
shareswith Gabszewiczand Vial's model the featurethat all inputs to production
are assumedto come from consumers'endowments,so that no imperfect com_
petitor buys from or sellsto another imperfect competitor, that is, there are no
intermediarygoods. Nikaido's (1975)model does not suffer from this limitation,
although it suffers from lack of generality in another respect, namely the
assumption of a Leontief technology with single-productfrrms. We shall here
describeNikaido's model. re
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Nikaido assumesthat each f,rm is an imperfect competitor and produces a
singlegood and that labour is the only non-producedgood. Let m be the number
of produced goods, which, therefore, is also the number of firms. Let a = @*)j, k = 1,.,,, tn be a Leontief matrix, where 4r'ris the amount of good j neededby
firm k in order to produce one unit of its own output (firm k producesgood ft).
L e t y = 1 _ 1 ,. t. ,. , 1 , , ) d e n o t et h e v e c t o ro f g r o s so u t p u t s ,l : ( l t , . . . , 1 , " )t h e ( p o s i tive) vector of labour inputs, p: (pi, ..., p^)be the price vector, lt the wagerate
b e t h e v e c t o r o f t o t a l p r o i r t s . N i k a i d o a s s u m e st h a t t h e
and r:(rr,...,2,,)
force
labour
consistsof many atomistic workers who behaveas price takers in
labour
and demanding goods. Workers do not get any share of the
supplying
prolits
f,rms'
and therefore their supply of labour and demand for goods depend
only on (p, n). Nikaido takeslabour as numeraire,that is, he choosesthe normalization rule )r = 1. From now on, therefore, prices will be interpretedas prices
in terms of labour. Let Z(p) denote the workers' aggregatesupply-oflabour
function and F(p) : (Fr(p),..., F-(p)) the workers' aggregate demand-tbrgoods function.'z{)Firms are owned by capitalists,who - as producers - are
price makers, but - as consumers are price takers. Let G(p, r) : (Gr (p, r),
...,C-(p,r))
be the aggregatedemand-for-goodsfunction from the capitalist
class.2l
Given a vector of prices in terms of labour, p, the aggregatesupply of labour
rvill be t/p). The labour market will therefore be in equilibrium if the vector of
gross outputs y is such that l'V = Z(p). Workers' aggregatedemand for goods
A)y (where 1is the idenis given by F(p). The vector ol net outputs will be (I
tity matrix). lf the net output of each llrm is sold, the total prof,t of firm t will be
rl =

/
\Pi{

g
,4,

,
Ptatt - tt

\
)!r,

Let r: (2r,..., r,,,). Then, if the net output of each lirm is sold, capitalists'
demand will be C(p, r), and the net output will indeed be sold and the market
for each good will be in equilibrium if and only if
G(p, r) + F(p) = (/-

, a) Y .

Thus the question is whether, given p, there exists a vector of gross outputs y
such that:

( 5 .1 )

l'v: L(p);

(5.2)

a = (71,...,r.) and

,r:
( 5 . 3)

Qr ,i,

p,q^- tr)tr;

O(p,r) + F(p)= (/

,a)v.

(Nikaido calls such a y a'competitive choice'). Nikaido showsthat under standard conditions such a y exists for every positive p.22 Furthermore, if G(p, z) is
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differentiableand no good is inferior for the capitalist class(that is, the aggregate demand function G(p, r) is monotonically non-decreasingwith respectto
the argumentsrr:...,1rm for each fixed p), then such a y is unique. Thus we can
deline a funcl ion
p * y(p)
which associateswith every price vector p the unique vector of gross outputs
which satisfies(5.1)-(5.3) above. Nikaido calls this function a\ objectiye gross
demond function. It is worth emphasizingthat the objective demand function
y(p) is constructedin such a way as to incorporate the circularity of profits and
demand, referred to in section 2, We can now define an objectiye Bertrqnd-NashWalras equilibrium as a pair (p*, y* ) such that:
(5.4) y-: y(p-) (this condition guarantees,in virtue of (5.1) (5.3) above, that
every consumeris maximizing utility and in every market supply equalsdemand);
and

Q,
/
\r^

,4,

(\

pi.oir- u)vf >

.
.\
oi o,^ pt akr lt
,L,
)t^toi

, ' . . , P * t * , p r , p * + t n , , . , ,p - * )

for all (admissible)pa (his condition meansthat p* is a Nash equilibrium of the
game betweenfirms where strategiesare prices and the payoff functions are the
profit functions).
Nikaido did not define such an equilibrium explicitly, nor did he investigate
conditions under which such an equilibrium exists.The reasonis that, as he demonstratesin a simple example (pp. 53-56), the objective demand functrons 'are
much different from those which the traditional oligopoly theorist has in mind',
indeed 'they need not be downward-slopingeven with respectto the price of the
good in question'.23In order to prove the existenceof an objective BertrandNash-Walras equilibrium one would need to impose a condition of the form:
f b r e v e r y( p v . . . , F *
k(k:1,...,m),

t, ir*r,..., F^) the profit funciionof frrm

r<oa= (or_

- puouu tr)to@r'...,i*",p*, frr'r, , p^)
Aru,"u

is quasi-concavein pk.2a
Such an assumption,however, implies restrictionson the shapeof the objective
demand function which, as we said above, are unlikely to be met. This topic is
taken up in the following section.
ln a very recent contribution Benassy(1988) generalizedNikaido's model in
two directions. First of all, he relaxed the assumptionof a Leontief technology
and introduced more generalproduction possibilitysets;secondly,he relaxedthe
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(implicit) assumption that price makers serve whatever demand or supply is
addressedto them. Even though it may seemcounterintuitive,an imperfect competitor may hnd it in his interest to ration his customersand a truly general
model should allow for this possibility.z5Benassy11988;makes use of some of
the techniquesand deflnitions introduced in the literature on fix-price equilibria
(Benassy,l9'76, 1982,Silvestre,1987)andgives suficient conditions for the existence of an equilibrium.26One of the conditions is, again, that the profit functions of the imperfect competitors are quasi-concave.We can now turn to a
discussionof the plausibility of this assumption.

6. The assumption of quasi-concavity of the profit functions
Almost every model of imperfect competition - whether it is a partial equilibrium or a general equilibrium one, whether it makes use of subjective or
objective demand functions, whether it follows the Cournot-Nash or the
Bertrand-Nashapproach - contains the assumptionthat the prollt function of
each imperlectly competitive firm is quasi-concave in the firm's decision
variable.2r
Imposing restrictions on the shape of the profit function implies imposing
restrictionson the shapeof the demand curve. ln fact, in general,if the demand
curve is not concave the profit function will turn out to be multimodal and,
therefore, not quasi-concave.The following example illustrates this fact in a
simple partial equilibrium model where the failure of the profit functions to be
quasi-concaveleads to non-existenceof a Bertrand-Nashequilibrium.28
There are two f,rms which produce differentiatedproducts at zero cost. Let pi
be the price of firm I (l : l, 2). Firm I's demand function, illustrated in Figure
3a, is given by
Dllpt.p2)-

ptt , l2pt)

5 2 p 1. 9 3 t p ,

while llrm 2's demand function, illustrated in Figure 3b, is given by
D , r n , n . 'r

3 + 0 . 1 4 p 1 -p 2
2 . 5 + 0 . 4 p t - 0 . 5p z

if 0(p:<1+0.68pr
it pt > | . 0.68p1

As can be seen from Figure 3, neither demand curve is concave. Since we
assumedzero production costs, the profit function of frrm I (l = 1,2) is given by
Pi(pt, pz) : piDi(pr, pz).
A Bertrand-Nashequilibrium is a pair of prices (p1', p2") such that
h(pr*, p2*) > h(h,
and

p2*)

Pz(pt* , pz*) > P2(pt* , p2)

lor all p1) 0
for all p2 > 0.

Figure 4 shows the graph of the profit function of firm l, as a function of pr,
for different valuesof the 'param€ter' p2. It car' be seenthat the function is multimodal and, therefore, not quasi-concave.With every p2 we can associatethe
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1 + 0..6688f f11
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l'igure 3. (a) The demand function of firm l, Dt (p1, p2), for a given p2. (b) The demand
function of lrm 2, Dz (p1, p2), lor a given p|.
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price p1 which maximizes Pt(pt,pz). ln general, this pr is unique, but
as
Figure 4 shows - there may be a critical value of pz at which the profit function
Pt(pt, pz) has two global maxima at the same level (Figure 4b). As rhis critical
value of p2 is crossed, the profit-maximizing price for lirm I jumps discontinously from a value closeto Pt to a 'distant' value closeto 11 (cf. Figure 4b).
Thus the reaction curve of firm l, which associateswith every p2 the price (or
prices) p1 which maximizes Pt{pt,pz) is not connected.2eFigure 5 shows the
reaction curves of the two firms. Since a Nash equilibrium existsif and only if
the reaction curves intersect, it can be seen from Figure 5 that in this simple
duopoly model no Bertrand-Nashequilibrium exists.
Of course, the demand curves of this example are rather artillcial and it may
very well be that behind them lie some unusual assumptionsabout consumers'
preferences,Roberts and Sonnenschein(1977), however, have shown that it is
possibleto construct generalequilibrium models with standard assumptionson
consumers'preferences
and technology(e.g. convexity)where the demandcurves
turn out to have convex regionsand, as a consequence,the correspondingprofit
functions are not quasi-concaveand no equilibrium exists,r0
Thus there is an asymmetry between the general equilibrium theory with
perfect competition and the various generalequilibrium rheorieswith imperfect
competition put forward so far: in the former the existenceof an equilibrium is
proved starting from simple assumptionson the data of the theory, namely
endowments, preferencesand technology; in the latter a further assumptionis
added the quasi-concavityof the profit functions - which cannot be obtained
from simple assumptionson endowments,preferencesand technology.
A possibleway out of the problem of non-existenceof equilibria due to the
lack of quasi-concavityof the profit functions is to resort to the more general
notion of Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies.rr lndeed, Dasgupraand Maskin
(1986a,b)have shown that, in general,an equilibrium in mixed strategiesexists,
even if the profit functions are not quasi-concaveand, in some cases,evenif they
are not continuous. Two objections can be raised concerningthis'solution'to
the problem of non-existenceof equilibria. First of all, rhe notion of mixed
strategy,although widely used in game theory, is far from being satisfactory.s2
Secondly,Dierker and Grodal (1986)have shown that there are standardgeneral
equilibrium models where not eyen mixed-strategyequilibria exist. ln their
example,which is in the Cournot-Nash framework with objective demand functions, there are two Iirms with convex production sets,and each firm's best reply
in pure strategiesto the strategyof the other firm consistsof at most one production plan. Thus the non-existenceof equilibria - which they prove - cannot be
13 The
attributed to the fact that the profit functions are not quasi-concave.
reason lies in the fact that for a given production allocation the corresponding
pure-exchangeeconomy has many Walrasian equilibria (cf. section 4) and any
selection rule is necessarilydiscontinuous (cf. Figure 1). Dierker and Grodal
(1986) also show that the non-existenceof equilibria (even in mixed strategies)
is independentof the fact that firms are assumedto maximize profits and that
the demand functions depend on the normalization rule chosen (cf. section 4).
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Figure 4, The profit function of firm I, Pt (pt, p2), for different values of the parameter
p2: (a) for p2<3, (b\ for p2=3' (c) for p, > 3.
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Figures. The thick lines representthe reactioncurve of firm 2, while the thin lines
representthe reactioncurve of firm l
In fact, they also give an example where each irm has exactly one owner and,
therefore, the flrm has a natural objective, namely choosing a production plan
so as to maximize the indirect utility function of its owner (this behaviour is, of
course,independentof the normalization rule). Also in this examplethere are no
( p u r e - o r ) m i x e d - s t r a t e geyq u i l i b r i a .
7. Compromises between the conjectural and the objective approach
We saw above (section4) that the conjectural(or subjective)approach of Negishi
can be criticized on the grounds that conjecturesare somewhatarbitrary and can
be 'v€ry wrong', that is, very different from the underlying objective functional
relations (the only objective constraint imposed by Negishi is that the conjectural
demand curve be consistentwith the observedstateof the market). The objective
approach, on the other hand, can be criticized for being extremelyunrealistic:
in order to calculate the objective demand functions, firms need to have a general
equilibrium model of the economy, a huge amount of information availableand
almost unlimited processingcapabilities.It is for this reason that a number of
authors (Bonanno and Zeeman, 1985,Bonanno, 1988,Gary-Bobo, 1987,Hart,
1985,Silvestre,1977b)have suggestedsome sort of compromisebetweenthe two
approaches. The first contribution along these lines is the one by Silvestre
(1977b). Silvestresuggeststhat firms may try to gain some knowledge of their
'true' or objective demand curves by performing small price experiments(by
'small' we mean 'within a small interval
of prices'). They thus collect data and
use it to estimate their demand function. Supposethat the estimated demand
function is linear (or, to be more precise, alTrne). Then we can say that it is a
'correct' extrapolation, at a given state of the market, if the estimateddemand
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curve coincides with the linear approximation to the'true'demand curve (see
Figure 6). Thus it is not only the value of the estimateddemand function which
is required to be consistentwith the objective demand function (as in Negishi,
l96l), but also its s/ope. An equilibrium is then defined as in Negishi (1961)but
with the added constraint concerningthe slope of the estimateddemand curve.
Silvestre's(1977b)model is in the Bertrand-Nashframework (all firms are price
setters, consumersare price takers) and the assumptionsneeded to prove the
existenceof an equilibrium are very weak.ra Silvestre'sidea has been generalized, at the partial equilibrium level, by Bonanno and Zeeman (1985), who
show that an equilibrium exists always, that is, with arbitrar! objective demand
functions.15 In other words, no assumptionsneed to be made concerning the
shape of the demand and profit functions.
The drawback with this notion of equilibrium is that at equilibrium a firm may
be 'considerablywrong', that is, it may believethat it is maximizing profits and
yet be only at a local - but not global - maximum of its'true' profit function.
Indeed, it can even be at a local minimum of its 'true' profit function, as Figure
6 shows,16
One could take the above idea one step further and assumethat, through their
small price experiments,irms manage to acquire complete and correct knowledge of their 'true' demand curves within a small neighbourhood of prices
(rather than a linear estimateof it). One would then define an equilibrium as a
locul Nssh equilibrium, that is, a point where each firm is at a local maximum
of its 'true' profit function, although it may not be at a global maximum of it.

(a)

] n--,I

P'

(b)
Figure 6. The demand function Di and the conjectural demand function D,l. (b) The
profit function Pi and the conjectural profit p,l.
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Figure 7. (a) The reaction curve of firm 1. (b) The reaction curve of firm 2. (c) The rwo
curr es tosether.
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This notion of equilibrium is weaker than that of Nash equilibrium: there are
games where a Nash equilibrium does not exist and yet a /ocal Nash equilibrium
exists.The exampleof section6 can be usedto illustratethis. The S-shapedcurve
of Figure 7a is the graph of the correspondencewhich associateswith every pz
the set of prices of f,rm l, p1, which satisfy the first-order condition for proflt
maximization.3TThe heavy lines denote global maxima of Pr (as a function of
pr, parameterizedby pz), the thin continuouslines local maxima and the dashed
lines local minima (thus the reaction curve of firm I is given by the two heavy
lines and, in fact, it is only this portion of the S-shapedcurve which was shown
in Figure 5). Similarly, the (inverted)Z-shaped curve of Figure 7b is the set of
points where the first-order condition for proflt maximization is satisfied for
firm 2.38 Again, the heavy lines denote global maxima of Pz (as a function of
p2, parameterizedby p1), the thin continuouslines local maxima and the dashed
lines local minima (thus the reaction curve of firm 2 is given by the two heavy
lines and, in fact, it is only this portion of the (inverted)Z-shapedcurve which
was shown in Figure 5).
Figure 7c shows the two curves together. It was shown in Figure 5 that no
Nash equilibrium exists in this game. It can be seen from Figure ?c that there
are lour localBertrand-Nashequilibria, A, B, C, and D. At points ,4 and B flrm
2 is at a global maximum of its 'true' profrt funciion, while firm I is at a local
- but not global - maximum of its 'true' profit function. The situation is
reversedat points C and D.3e
The existenceof local Bertrand-Nashequilibria has been investigatedat the
partial equilibrium level by Bonanno (1988).The conditions for the existenceof
a local equilibrium are rather weak and do not require the quasi-concavityof the
profit functions. However, they do require some restrictions on the shape of
the 'true' or objective demand functions and, as we know (cf. Roberts and
Sonnenschein, 1977), there is no guarantee that standard conditions on
consumers' preferencesgive rise to demand fu,nctionswith the desired shape.a0
We saw in section 2 that at the general equilibrium level a problem arises,
which is usually ignored in partial equilibrium analysesby appealing to the
ceteris paribus clause, nam€ly the feedback effect or Ford effect, that is, the fact
that the demand function, u,hich enters the definition of profit function, may
have profit as one of its arguments, giving rise to some sort of circularity. We
also saw, however, that the feedbackeffect can be incorporated in an objective
demand function in a coherent way. However, it has been observed that it
doesn't seemto be realisticto assumethat firms take into account the feedback
effect:
'...while it may be inappropriate to rule out the feedbackeffect in the case
of very large imperfect competitors (e.g. General Motors), it may be quite
realistic to do so in the case of small imperfect competitors (e.g. the local
s u p e r m a r k e t )(' H a r t , 1 9 8 5 ,p . l 2 l ) .
lndeed. a number of authors (Marshak and Selten, 1974,Silvestre,l9?7b, Hart
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1985) have studied models where there is no feedback effect.at Hart (1985,
p. l2l) notes that, apart from realism,
'There

seemto be two advantagesof consideringa model ... in which there
is no feedback effect. First the feedbackeffect is likely to causethe firm's
demand function to be lesswell-behavedthan the usual Marshallian demand
function (as Nikaido, 1975, points out, it may be upward-sloping, it is
unlikely to satisfy gross substitutability, etc.) ... Second if there is a feedback effect arising, say, from the fact that the owners of the firm also
consume the firm's products, then, as we have noted, profit maximization
is no longer a natural objective function for the firm, sincethe owners will
be interested in low consumption-goodsprices as well as high monetary
proit.'
Although it certainly seemsrealistic to assumethat firms ignore the feedback
effect, one may wonder when firms are indeed justified in doing so. Hart (1985)
developsa model (basedon Hart, 1982a)where each firm's action has a negligible effect on the wealth of its customersand thereforethe firm is approximately
correct in taking the latter as given,

8. Insights into the notion of perfect competition
A perfectly competitive firm takes pricesas given. How should we interprer this
assumption?One possibleansweris that perfectly competitivefirms simply conjecture that the pricesof all products, including their own, would not be affected
by a changein their own output, a2This is not a satisfactoryinterpretation,how,
ever, bccauseit does not tie conjecturesto real effects(for example,it would not
be rational for a large firm like, say, General Motors, to have such conjectures).
A large number of contributions have emergedin the past twenty years aimed
at providing an 'objective' explanation for price taking, that is, at building
models where firms are indeed justified in trearing pricesparametricallybecause
their actions have a negligibleeffect on all prices, including the prices of their
own products.'r A survey of this part of the literature would require a considerable amount of spaceaaand we shall only briefly mention the issueswhich are
more closely related to the topics discussedin this paper.
The pioneeringcontribution is the paper by Gabszewiczand Vial (1972)which
was partly discussedin section 4. Gabszewiczand Vial posed the following
problem: given an economy as describedin section3, definea sequenceof larger
and larger economiesbasedon it, where each agent - in particular each firm becomes smaller and smaller relative to its market. Consider the objective
Cournot-Nash-Walras equilibria of these economies.It is the case that if the
economy becomes sufnciently large, that is, if each firm becomes sumciently
small relative to its market, the Cournot-Nash-Walrasequilibria become arbitrarily closeto a Walrasian equilibrium? If the answeris amrmative, then we can
interpret price taking behaviour (that is, the assumptionof perfect competition)
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as a sufliciently good approximation of imperfectly competitive behaviour in
economieswhere agents are small relative to their markets.
ln order to'enlarge'the economy, Gabszewiczand Vial (1972) follow a procedure lirst introduced by Edgeworth. Call the original economy Er. Recall
(cf. section 3) that in El there are m goods, ,? consumers(each consumer i is
characterizedby a consumption set Xi, a utility function Uj, an initial endowment of goods er and a share ownership 0*) and r firms (each frrm k is
characterizedby a production set yk). Now define an s-replicaE, of El (s > l)
as an economy where there still are n goods, but the number of consumersrs sn
and the number of frrms is sr. For each consumer I in _6rthere are now s such
consumers(eachcharacterizedby Xi, Ut ei and a shareownership (l/s)d4). For
each llrm k in Er there are now sk lirms (each characterizedby fr).
Gabszewiczand Vial assumethat the initial economy E1 has a unique Walra_
sian equilibrium and prove that any objective Cournot-Nash-Wahasequilibrium
of E, can be made arbitrarily close to the Walrasian equilibrium of _tr by
choosing .r sufficiently large.
The assumptionsmade by Gabszewiczand Vial were rather strong (srrlct convexity of preferencesand production sets,unique Walrasian equilibrium) and a
number of authors have later investigated the problem of convergenceof
Cournot-Nash-Walrasequilibria to Walrasian equilibria under weaker assumptions. The questionsthat have been studied in great detail are:
(1) does a sequenceof Cournot-Nash-Walrasequilibria necessarilyconverge?
(2) when a sequenceof Cournot-Nash-Walrasequilibria converges,does it
necessarilyconvergeto a Walrasian equilibrium?
(3) given a Walrasian equilibrium, does there exisr a sequenceof CournotNash-Walras equilibria that convergesto it?
The interestedreader can find a detailed discussionof theseissuesin MasColell
(l982).

9, Conclusion
ln this paper we have discussedthe various attempts that were made to introduce
the hypothesisof imperfect competition in general equilibrium. We have seen
that the contributions can be divided into four categories,accordingto whether
conjectural or objective demand functions were postulated and whether the
Cournot-Nash or the Bertrand-Nashapproach was followed. One of the main
achievementsof general equilibrium theory with perfect competition was to
establishthe existenceof an equilibrium starting from simple assumptionson the
data of the theory, namely preferences,endowmentsand technology. No comparable existencetheorem can be found in the various general equilibrium
models with imperfect competition put forward so far. ln fact, the existence
theoremsproved so far make useof an assumption- the quasi-concavityof the
profit functions - which is not derived from basic assumptionson the data of
the theory. Furthermore, once the doors of general equilibrium theory were
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opened to the hypothesisof imperfect competition, some hith€rto unchallenged
behayioural assumptions- such as the hypothesisthat firms' objective is profit
maximization - appearedto be questionable.
Moreover, the dificulties one facesin trying to introduce imperfect competition in a generalequilibrium model are not confinedto the ones listedabove. The
recentgrowth of the Industrial Organization literature has pointed to a number
of important aspectsof imperfect competition which go beyond the simple modelling of price and quantity decisions.The strategicbehaviour of firms includes
such phenomena as entry-deterring efforts, reputation-building policies,
self-enforcing collusive agreements,product differentiation, etc.a5 A general
equilibrium theory of imperfect competition which is truly general ought to
incorporate these phenomena. It does not seemlikely, at this stage,that such a
theory can be constructed.

Notes
l. The literatureon generalequilibriumwith imperfectcompetitionhas alreadybeen
reviewedby Hart (1985)and Gary-Bobo(1988).I havetried ro make rhis survey
complementary
to theirs,by sometimes
focusingon differentcontributions
andissues
and by refraining from a very technicalpresentation.I also discusssornerecenrcontributionswhich werenot coveredby thosetwo surveys.
2. The Frenchmathematician
JosephBertrand(1883)criticizedCournot for assuming
that irms chooseoutput levels.He claimedthat the naturaldecisionvariablefor a
firm is the priceof its own productand reformulated
the notionof eouilibriumDro
posedby Cournotin termsof prices(obtainingresultswhich wereai variancewith
thoseof Cournot).Thus a Bertrand-Nash
equilibriumis a list of prices- one for
eachlirm - with the propertythal. if the other firm\ do not changitheirprices,no
lirm can increase
its profitsby changingits own price.
3. This is what characterizes
a game-theoretic
situation.Oligopolyis the most con_
spicuous
example.However,theremay be interdependencies
whichmay not be recog_
nizedat the partial equilibriumleveland becomeapparentonly \\hen we take a
generalequilibriumpoint of view. For example,two monopolistswno operareln
completelydifferentmarketsare not, in general,independent:
the actlonstaken
by one have an (indirect)eflect on lhe profils of the orher, throughthe changes
producedin the budgetsetsand incomesof consumers.
4. For a criticalexaminationof the notion ol Nash equilibriumin gametheorysee
(1987),Binmore(198?),Bonanno(1987b),Reny(1985).
Bacharach
'Ford effect'is due - as far
5. The expression
(19g5.
as I know
to Gabszewicz
p. 155):'Henry Ford onceexplained
that payinghigherwagesto his workerswould
leadthem to buy a largernumberol cars,increasing
the receiptsof ForclCorpor_
ation, perhapsbeyondthe increase
in costsentailedby the wageincrements!'.
6. Thereis onemoreobservation
whichis worrhmaking.As Nikaido(1975,pp. l0 ll)
pointsout, 'the very familiarconceptof demandlunctionas suchmore or lesspre_
sLrpposes
the presence
ol competitive
atomisticagents,who behaveasprice_takers.
If
no competitive
atomisticpricetakeris involvedin the nationaleconomyas a closed
system,so that it is composed
solelyof nonatomistic
pricesetters,no demandfunc_
tion can be conceivable.'
The contributions
reviewedin this paperare thosewhere
there are agentswho are price takerslrypicallyconsumers;.
Ceneralequilibrium
modelswhereno agentis a price taker have also beenstudied,see,for example,
Shubik(19?3),ShapleyandShubik(1977),DubeyandShubik(1977),Roberrs(1986).
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7. Cornwall (1977)also noticed this problem and illustratedit in an example(pp. 56 58)
'of courseit is not realisticto assumethat
which is worth reading. He also remarked:
firms actually recognize that their production choices influence the consumption
possibilitieswhich are feasiblefor the firms'owners and that the firms consequently
choosenon-profit-maximizingplans. However, it is equally clear that it is not enough
to say that there are a lot of irms in a real world economy and that therefore the
assumption of profit-maximizing behavior gives a good approximation. This is not
enough of a justification becauseit is noi clear what or how profit maximization
approximates.'
8. Negishi (1961, p. 197) gives credit to Bushaw and Clower (1957) for this way of
modelling conjectural demand functions.
9. In a later contribution Negishi (1972, chapter 7) allowed for a changein, say, )rr5 to
affefl pr, p5 and pg - rather than p5 only - but the prices of all the other goods
(rhar is, the goods not in ",f*1are assumedto remain constant (of course, this is a
statementabout conjectures,not about real effects).
10. Given two vectors u, v € Rq, we denote by u v their inner product:
u ' v = l l j r r + u 2 0 2+ . . , + U q U q .
l l . Fix an imperfectly competitivefirm k and let i be the good it produces.For an) gi\en
price vector p, let CI 04; p) denote the minimum cost of producing /r] units of
output (recall that firm k is a price taker with respectto its inputs). Silvestreassumes
rhat the function CI Okj; p) is differentiableand that Cl (0; p) = 0, so that fixed
costs are ruled out. Let Cfl (/r/; p) denote marginal cost. Silvestrefurther assumes
that Clt (0; p) is finite and that Cf (-l,rj; p) is convex in 1r7 for every p. Finally,
Silvestre assumesthat (as in Negishi, conjectural demand curves are decreasing
slraight lines and) the marginal revenuecurve is steeperthan the marginal cost curve
ar the origin and that the input isoquantsare coDvexto the origin for each value of
lkl. These assumptionsare made in order to guarantee that the solutions to the
equation 'marginal cost = marginal tevenue' form a convex set, so that firm k's
reaction correspondenceis convex-valued.The importance of the convexity of the
will be discussedin section 6.
reaction correspondences
1 2 . The conjecturalapproachwas further developedby Hahn (1977, 1978)and a cri!icism
concerning the arbitrarinessof conjectureswas raised by John (1985).
1 3 .Throughout the paper we shall maintain the notation of section 3.
1 4 .One of the assumptionsneededin order to prove the existenceof a Walrasian equilibrium is that the initial endowment of consumerl. ei. be in the relative interior of
her consumption set Xi (cf. Debreu, 1959,p. 84). Such an assumptionis no longer
sufficientin this context, sincethe modified endowment correspondingto (r-r,..., y,)
may lie on the boundary of (or even outside) the consumption set. Cabszewiczand
'solve' lhis problem by not
Vial (1972, p. 386, footnote 5) suggestthat one could
allorving firms to choose production vectors for which the correspondingexchange
economy does not have a Walrasian equilibrium.
t t . Gabszewiczand vial (1972, p. 384) assumethis problem away by introducing the
assumption that Walrasian equilibria are always unique.

ol other, similar,problems,seeHart (1985,pp. 113 111).
16. For a discussion
examplecanbe found
A complete
17. Of course,thisexampleis artificialandincomplete.
in Gabszewicz
and Vial (1972,pp. 398-399).
(1983)in
18. A possibleanswerto this objectionwasprovidedby Krepsand Sheinkman
equilibriaemerge
a partialequilibriumframework.In theirmodelthe Cournot-Nash
gamewhereirms firstchoose
astheperfectequilibria(cf. Selten,1975)of a two-stage
capacitylevelsand then competein priceswith the constraintthat output levelsin the
secondstagecannot exceedthe capacitylevelschosenin the first stage.
19. For a simplifiedaccountof Marshakand Selten's(1974)model,seeHart (1985,pp.
(1988).
I l5-l l7) and Benassy
i, of good/ (i = l, ..., n) andi20. Givenp, eachworkerI chooses
her consumption
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of leisure so as to maximize her utility function t4 in the budget set

'=
[(o.,',',

,".)l

,!

pixij=e, x-)

where ei is her initial endowment ol leisure(recall the normaljzation w: 1). If U, is
strictly quasi-concave,the solution to this maximization problem is unique. Then

r(p)=
I
-

i<4/

(er-i;,(p))and4,(p)=X r,r(p)
\(tf

where ,t/ is the set ol workers.
21. Let 0,kbe capitalistl's shareof the profitsof firm ij. Given(p, r), consumer-capitalist
i c h o o s ehse r c o n s u m p t i oi nt o f g o o dj ( L = t , . . . , m \ s o a s t o m a x i m i z h
ee ru t i l i t y
function U, in the budgetset

r: [r",,,...,'-ll
u*,r)
\ 0,",,=f,
Again, if Ui is strictly quasi concave the solution to this maximization problem is
unique and
G11p,*1 = \

iii (p, r'), where C is the set of capitalists.

2 2 . The conditions are: the matrix (1

/) is non-singularand its inverseis non-negative
(so that for every non-negativevector c there existsa unique non-negativey such that
(1- I )y : c), the lunctions Z (p), F(p) and 6(p, r) are non-negativeand continuous
and the limit of Z(p) as all prices simultaneouslytend to infinity is equal to zero.
23. To this we should add the observationthat, in general,the demand funcrion is not
i n J e p e n d c not f l h e J h o i c eo f n u m e r a i r e .
Nikaido (1975, pp.68-73) also definesa subjectiveequilibrium:i la Negishi and linds
conditions under which it exists.
Boehm e, a1. (1983) have indeed shown, in a partial equilibrium model, rhar, if consumersare heterogeneous,
a monopolist may find it profitable to ration them. For a
general equilibrium model where rationing may occur in the labour marxer see
Roberrs fl987b).
2 6 . For a brief outline of Benassy's(1988) model see Cary-Bobo (1988, pp. 65 67).
2 1 . There are a few exceptionswhere existenceresultsare proved without the assumptioD
of quasi-concavity(e.g. McManus, 1962, 1964, Roberts and Sonnenschein.1976).
Thesemodels, horvever,are rather specialand the only truly generaltheoremson the
existenceof Nash ecluilibriamake use of the assumptionof quasi-concariry.
Recall that a function;f: R" - R is quasi-concaveif for every x, y ( Rn and lor e\ery
. ! ( 1 0 ,l l , / ( a x + ( l
d ) y ) > m i n { , f ( x ) , , ( y ) J .Q u a s i - c o n c a v i irsy a w e a k e rp r o p e r r y
than concavity, the latrer requiring rhar /(c!x + (l
cv)y)> a/(x) + (l - d)/(y).
2 8 . The example is taken from Bonanno (1988).For more insightsinto the issueof quasiconcavity see Bonanno (i987a).
29. That is, the reaction correspondence,of which the reaction curve is the graph, is not
convex-valued.
30. This is easily understoodas follows: demand functions are relatedto the lirst derivatives of the utility functions. Thus the secondderivativesof the demand functions which delerminetheir shape- are related to the third derivativesof the utility func,
tions, on which the assumptionof convexity of preferences(quasi-concavityof the
utility functions) puts no restrictionsat all. Roberts and Sonnenschein(1977) show
that this problem arises both in the Bertrand-Nash and in the Cournot-Nash
approach.
3 1 .A mixed strategyis a probability distribution over the set of pure strategies.A pure
strategy for a firm in the Cournot-Nash approach is an output level, while a pure
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stratcgy in the Bertrand Nash approach is a price. Thus the equilibria definedso far
were pure-strategyequilibria. When a firm choosesa mixed strategy,it decidesto delegate the choice of pure strategyto a random mechanism,e.g. the toss of a coin.
32. For a recenl criticism see Rubinstein (1988).
33. The reaction correspondences
are functions and therefore convex-valued.
34. The main assumption is that the objective demand function be decreasingand its
derivative be bounded away from zero. As we saw in section5, however, in general
the objective demand [unctions need not satisfy theseproperties.On the production
side Silvestreassumesa Leontief technology, as in Nikaido (1975).
35. Bonanno and Zeeman (1985), unlike Silvestre(1977b), do not require the demand
curvesto be downward-sloping.The only requirementsare that demand becomeszero
at some (possiblyvery large)price and that the market is viable, in the sensethat when
p r i c e . e q u a l u n i l c o s l \ d e m a n di s p o s i r i v e .
36. Figure 6 is taken from Bonanno and Zeeman (1985).For a numerical exampleof an
equilibrium where all fi.ms are at a local minimum of their 'true' proit functions and
yet believe that they are maximizing profts, see Bonanno (1988). It may be worth
stressing that if the estimated demar'd function is linear and coincides with the linear
approximation to the 'true' demand function at, say, price i, then the slope of the
'true' profit functioD at p is equal to the slope of the estimatedprofit function at
/i
(and this is true whatever assumptionsare made about the cost function).
37. Thus the S-shaped curve of Figure 7a is the set of (pr,pr) such that
( 0 P t l 0 P 1 \ @ 1P
, 2 )= 9 .
38. Thus the (inverted) Z-shaped curve of Figure 7b is the set of (pr,pr) such that
(6 Pzl6 pr)(p1, p2) = Q.
39. At point E both firms are at a local minimum of their 'true' profit functions. If they
only know a linear approximation to their demand curves at that point, they will
believe that they are maximizing profits (see Bonanno and Zeeman, 1985, and
Bonanno, 1988; Figure 7 is taken from the latter).
40. At the general equilibrium level and in the Cournot-Nash framework Gary-Bobo
(1987) has introduced the notion of k-th order locally consistentequilibrium, which
'is a generalimperfectlycompetitiveequilibrium of the subjectivetype, at rvhichfirms
correctly perceivethe k-th order Taylor expansionof their true demand curves'(CaryBobo, 1987,p. 217). Thus the casek: 0 correspondsto Negishi's(1961)conjectural
equilibrium, the casek = I to Silvestre's(191'l) and Bonanno-Zeeman's(1985) tirstordcr cquilibrium, the case k=2 is closely related to Bonanno's (1988) local Nash
equilibrium. Gary-Bobo shows that, if the true profit functions are strictly quasicorc?ve and have no points of inflection, 'when k > 2 the firms' equilibrium decisions
are 'perfectly rational', leading the economy to states that would also have been
attaincd under perfect knorvledgeof the demand conditions (Gabszewiczand Vial's
(1972)Cournot-Walras equilibria)' (Gary-Bobo, 1981,p. 2\7). It is worth noting that
the strict quasi-concavityof the profit functions and the absenceof points of inflection guaranteethat if there is a point where the first-order condition for prollt max
imization is satisfied,then that point is necessarilya global maximum. Hence when
rhe profit function is strictly quasi-concavethere cannot be a point which js a local
but not global maximum.
.11. Marshak ard Selten (1974) assumethat the profits of monopolistically competitive
firms, but not the profits of all firms, are taken as given by each monopolistically
competitive firm.
42. From this point of view Negishi's (1961) conjectural approach can be seen as a
generalizationof the notion of perfect competition: perlectly competitive firms are
those whose conjectural demand curves (cf. section 3) are perfectly elastic.
43. See for example: Benassy(1989),Dasgupta and Ushio (1981), Cabszewiczand Vial
(1972), Gabszewiczand Mertens (1971)! Cabszewiczand Shirowitz (1988), Green
(1980),Hart (1979, 1982b,1985),Makowski (1980a,b),Mascolell (1980, 1982,1983),
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McManus (1962, 1964), Novshek, (1980), Novshek and Sonnenschein(1978, 1980,
1983, 1986, 198?), Ostroy (1980), Roberts and Postlewaite(1976), Roberts (1980),
Shitowitz (1973), Simon (1984), Ushio (1983).
44. A detailed account of one strand of this literature can be found in MasColell (1980.
1982). Novshek and Sonnenschein(1987) review another strand.
45. For an up-to-date account see Tirole, (1988), and Bonanno and Brandolini (1990).
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